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#

Monday, September 17th
Poster Session I

M.1

Nataliia Kostina
Optical binding near plasmonic
substrates

M.2

Alexander Shesterikov
All-plasmonic switching effect in
the graphene nanoresonator
loaded with semiconductor
quantum dot.

M.3

Vladimir Tolmachev
Investigation of plasmonic effects
in Ag nanolayers on the Si surface

M.4

Sergey Moiseev
Amplification and generation of
surface plasmon polaritons in a
carbon nanotube

M.5

Alexey Kalmykov
SPP on ultra-smooth silver surface
with a record length of
propagation

#

Tuesday, September 18th
Poster Session II

T.1

Ekaterina Kolesova
Photoinduced electron transport in
QDs-based hybrid structures with
TiO2 nanoparticles

W.1

T.2

Lydia Pogorelskaya
Bound state in the continuum
supported by a low refractive index
contrast waveguide in a woodpile
structure

Prokhor Alekseev
Optical and electrical properties
W.2
of the MoSe2/graphene
heterostructures

T.3

Stanislav Zabotnov
Formation of AlSi10Mg surfaces via
selective laser melting: scanning
electron microscopy and Raman
spectroscopy study

Andrey Bylinkin
Experimental study of grapheneW.3
based plasmonic crystals in a
strong-coupling regime

T.4

Sergey Fomenko
Wave phenomena and band-gap
formation in layered phononic
crystals with functionally graded
interlayers and periodic arrays of
cracks

Sergey Moiseev
Generation of slow surface
plasmon polaritons in an active
W.4
semiconductor-graphenedielectric waveguide with a dc
current pump

T.5

Dmitry Zhukalin
Autowave thermal processes in the
formation of structures based on
carbon nanomaterials

Azim Nukhov
Creation of metamaterials from
W.5
layered quantum structures
based on graphene

#

Wednesday, September 19th
Poster Session III
Andrea Bacigalupo
Multi-field asymptotic
homogenization approach for
Bloch wave propagation in
periodic thermodiffusive elastic
materials

M.6

Kenichi Kasahara
Synchronized surface plasmon
generation and scattering in
organic light emitting diodes:
measurements removing optical
interference effect

M.7

Ilya Milekhin
Surface enhanced IR absorption
by cortisol molecules

T.7

Svetlana Anzulevich
Core-shell biochar-bearing iron ore
powder model for calculation of
effective electrodynamic
parameters

M.8

Nikita Kurochkin
Plasma resonance of nanopatch
antennas with triangular
nanoprisms

T.8

Alexey A. Shcherbakov
S-matrices of periodically
corrugated 2D materials

Vasily Gerasimov
W.8 Splitting of terahertz surface
plasmons by polyimide films

M.9

Mehdi Afshari Bavil
The observation of plasmonics
Talbot effect at non-illumination
side of a groove arrays

T.9

Kirill Agapev
Modeling of C60 pseudopotential
with the different basis sets

Anna Sharaevskaya
W.9 Spin wave propagation in threedimensional magnonic crystals

T.10

Illia Fedorin
Surface polaritons and Dyakonovlike surface waves in an isotropicanisotropic nanocomposite system

Stanislav Kolodny
Resonant excitation of spin
W.10
waves in hybrid nanostructures
via frequency combs

T.11

Anton Anzulevich
Core-shell biocharbearing iron ore
powder model for calculation of
effective electrodynamic
parameters

Danil Kornovan
Temporal dynamics of a quantum
W.11 emitter with multiple excited
states in the vicinity of an
anisotropic metasurface

T.12

Vladimir Dzyuba
Aleksey Uvarov
Modelling the electromagnetic field
Transitions between bistable
distribution in arbitrary
W.12
states in an exciton-polariton
inhomogeneous media using the
micropillar
Green's function approach

T.13

Viktor Chistyakov
Konstantin Mikheev
On laser assisted stabilization of 1D
W.13 Laser-induced light emission from
and 2D quntum inverted harmonic
detonation nanodiamond films
oscillator

Kirill Voronin
M.10 Integrated plasmonic biosensors
based on microring resonators

M.11

Dmitry Nesterenko
Coupled-mode theory of field
transfer processes in surface
plasmon resonance structures

Andrey Tarasov
M.12 Low-threshold lasing in ZnO
microtetrapods

M.13

Kristina Frizyuk
Second harmonic generation in
nanoparticles with Mie
resonances

T.6

Nadezhda Belyaeva
Shear flow of a structured fluid

Alexey Trofimov
Silica microcarriers produced
W.6
from a microfluidics-generated
emulsion
Igor Gayduchenko
Towards to the development of
W.7
THz detectors based on carbon
nanostructures

Alexander Berestennikov
Optical properties of spatially
M.14
dispersive Mie-resonant halide
perovskite nanoparticles

M.15

Roman Savelev
Topological interface states due
to spontaneous symmetry
breaking in a chain of anharmonic
oscillators

Ekaterina Tiguntseva
Photoluminescence behavior of
M.16
tunable inorganic lead perovskite
nanowires

M.17

Dmitry Zuev
Numerical design of Au/Si coreshell nanoparticles

Yali Sun
M.18 Absorption and Purcell factor
control in hybrid oligomers
Sergey Krasikov
Nonlinear Bound States in the
M.19
Continuum in One-Dimensional
Photonic Crystal Slab
Pavel Chernov
Integrated photonic circuits for
M.20
quantum random number
generators

Denis Zhigunov
Near-IR resonant response of Ge
microparticles fabricated by
femtosecond laser printing

Alexander Machikhin
Spectrally tunable illumination
W.14
system based on acousto-optic di
raction of light

T.15

Valentin Milichko
Light induced heating of Ge
nanoparticle covered by BSA

Mikhail Zhukov
Investigation of mechanical and
topographic properties of living
W.15 cells in normal and malignant
transformation by means of
atomic-force microscopy with
high-aspect probes

T.16

Igor Imshinetskiy
Dmitry Zhukalin
Properties of coatings formed using
Autowave thermal processes in
W.16
plasma electrolytic oxidation and
the formation of structures based
fluoroparaffins
on carbon nanomaterials

T.17

Viktor Tkachenko
Self-organized aggregation of a
triple of resonant nanoparticles
into stable structures with various
shapes controlled by a laser field

T.18

Yurii Kuzmichev
Dmitry Yakubovsky
Resonance tunnelling in
Morphology and effective dielectric W.18
InAs/GaAs dot-well complex: 2D
functions of ultra-thin gold films
model

T.19

Evgueny Savelyev
The influence of co-doping agents
on bismuth clustering in silica
synthesized by SPCVD

Valentin Milichko
A new tool for imaging and
W.19
reconstruction of optically
cleared invertebrate animals

T.20

Tatiana Kulikova
Interlayer self-assembly of 2D
antimony/multigrapnene
nanocomposites

Alexey Maslov
Generation of propagating
W.20 quasistatic fields using ultrashort
laser pulses in electro-optic
crystals

T.14

Svetlana von Gratowski
Tuneable nano-photonic devices
based on the dielectric and
W.17
metallic nanostructures with
thermoelastic martensitic
transition

Evrim Colak
Aspects of two different beam
deflection mechanisms together
M.21
with unidirectionality in photonic
structures without corrugations
under oblique incidence
Egor Gurvitz
Numerical calculation and
Cartesian multipole
M.22
decomposition of optical pulling
force acting on Si nanocube in
visible region
Dmitry Permyakov
Visualization of Isofrequency
M.23 Contours of Localized Surface
Waves in Planar Photonic
Structures
Hadi Shamkhi
M.24 All-Dielectric anti-reflective
metasurface at visible frequencies
Daria Ignatyeva
Enhanced magneto-optical
Faraday effect in 2D
M.25
magnetoplasmonic structures
caused by orthogonal plasmonic
oscillations
Dmitry Svintsov
Far infrared radiation
M.26 amplification by grating-coupled
2D plasmons in Fabry-Perot
resonator
Aleksandra Furasova
Resonant Silicon Nanoparticles
M.27
for Enhanced Light Harvesting in
Halide Perovskite Solar Cells

T.21

Petr Tananaev
Amplified spontaneous emission in
polymer films doped with
CdSe/CdS/ZnS colloidal quantum
dots

Natalia Kostina
W.21 Scattering of light from
disordered photonic structures

T.22

Stanislav Gurbatov
Laser-printed plasmonic
nanotextures with controlled
porosity

Evrim Colak
Unidirectional and bidirectional
W.22 beam splitting in photonic
structures due to defect layer
replacing interface corrugations

T.23

Sergey Moiseev
Temperature-dependent beam shift
Petr Kuznetsov
and Kerr rotation upon light
Fabrication of Bi2Te3 films on the
W.23
reflection from a voltage-controlled
surface of silica optical fibers by
magnetic/electro-optic
MOCVD
heterostructure

T.24

Iman Farahbakhsh
Surface Mechanical Coating of AlCu powder by Mechanical Alloying

Zarina Sadrieva
Effect of finite lateral size of
W.24
dielectric grating on optical
bound state in the continuum

T.25

Natalia Chopenko
Effectivity of nanovaccine against
tick-borne encephalitis

Andrey Panov
Effect of high index sphere size
W.25
on effective refractive index of
random nanocomposites

T.26

Yulia Zharova
Characterization of nanostructures
Leonid Butko
formed during metal-stimulated
W.26 Negative group velocity waves in
chemical etching of single-crystal Si
rectilinear thin wires array
using spectroscopic ellipsometry

T.27

Alexey Rogov
Porous germanium with Ag
nanoparticles formed by ion
implantation

Pavel Zelenovskiy
Dispersion relations and lattice
W.27
dynamics of diphenylalanine
nanotubes

Sergey Rodionov
M.28 Refractive index sensor based on
all-dielectric gradient metasurface

Prakash Pareek
Analysis of power confinement in
M.29
Trench-Assisted Fiber for Sensing
Applications
Nguyen Thi Huyen Trang
The grating of micro-holes as a
M.30
chemosensor with rhodamine 6G
molecules

M.31

Natalya Makarova
Femtosecond laser
nanostructuring of reinforcement
bars surface for improvement of
its interaction with concrete

Vladimir Belotelov
Magnetoplasmonic crystals for
M.32
detection of short wavelength
spin waves
Andrei Gnedenkov
Direct laser deposition as a
M.33 method of biodegradable
magnesium implant
manufacturing

T.28

Young Hun Kim
Mikhail Remnev
Fabrication of anti-reflection thin
Nonlinear Optical Properties of
films using a coatable polarizer and W.28 Metasurfaces and their
retarder with a photo-alignment
applications to refractive index
materials
sensing

T.29

Sergey Syubaev
Designing spiral-shape beams to
tailor chirality of laser-printed
nanoneedles

Viktor Tkachenko
Transient time in nonlinear
interaction of counterW.29
propagating waves with the
effect of pump absorption and
phase mismatching

T.30

Igor Reduto
Glass Structuring via ThermalElectric-Field Imprinting

Aleksey Kalinovich
Vortex light bullets at second
W.30
harmonics generation in a bulk
waveguide

T.31

Anatoly Podgorbunsky
Formation on magnesium alloy
MA8 bioactive coatings containing
nanosized hydroxyapatite

Denis Novitsky
All-optical switching of pulse
W.31
transmission in disordered
resonant media

T.32

Evrim Colak
Exploring modified HermiteGaussian waves for phase-front
engineering in a graded index
photonic crystal operating out of
metamaterial class

Prakash Pareek
Impact of Sn content on
W.32
frequency response of GeSn
SQWIP

T.33

Mikhail Odit
Functional metasurfaces based on
water

Irina Kolmychek
Whispering gallery modes in the
W.33
two-photon luminescence of
organic microspheres

